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ABSTRACT Physiological and psychophysical methods allow for an extended investigation of ascending (afferent) neural pathways from the ear to the brain in mammals, and their role in enhancing signals in
noise. However, there is increased interest in descending (efferent) neural fibers in the mammalian auditory
pathway. This efferent pathway operates via the olivocochlear system, modifying auditory processing
by cochlear innervation and enhancing human ability to detect sounds in noisy backgrounds. Effective
speech intelligibility may depend on a complex interaction between efferent time-constants and types of
background noise. In this study, an auditory model with efferent-inspired processing provided the front-end
to an automatic-speech-recognition system (ASR), used as a tool to evaluate speech recognition with
changes in time-constants (50 to 2000 ms) and background noise type (unmodulated and modulated noise).
With efferent activation, maximal speech recognition improvement (for both noise types) occurred for
signal-to-noise ratios around 10 dB, characteristic of real-world speech-listening situations. Net speech
improvement due to efferent activation (NSIEA) was smaller in modulated noise than in unmodulated
noise. For unmodulated noise, NSIEA increased with increasing time-constant. For modulated noise, NSIEA
increased for time-constants up to 200 ms but remained similar for longer time-constants, consistent with
speech-envelope modulation times important to speech recognition in modulated noise. The model improves
our understanding of the complex interactions involved in speech recognition in noise, and could be used to
simulate the difficulties of speech perception in noise as a consequence of different types of hearing loss.
INDEX TERMS Auditory, hearing, efferent, Medial OlivoCochlear (MOC), speech recognition, auditory
model, time constant, SNR, amplitude-modulated noise.

I. INTRODUCTION

Much is now known of the role of ascending (afferent) neural fibers in the mammalian auditory pathway in conveying
information about sound processing from peripheral auditory
structures to higher brain centers. However, recently there
has been renewed interest in the descending (efferent) neural pathways which convey information from higher brain
centers back to peripheral auditory structures, and may play
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a role in humans in enhancing speech in background noise.
One such efferent pathway, originating in the brainstem with
connections in the Medial OlivoCochlear (MOC) system,
innervates the cochlea of the inner ear [1], [2]. Within the
cochlea, some of these efferent projections make synaptic
contact directly at the base of outer hair cells acting to modulate the response of the basilar membrane (BM) to sound [3].
One of the main roles of MOC feedback in humans is suggested to be the improvement of speech perception in noisy
environments [4], [5]. This is demonstrated by assessing
the performance of individuals with lesions in the auditory
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efferent pathway who display distinct difficulties with speech
and vowel intelligibility in noise [6], [7].
Computational modeling of the auditory system provides a
useful means of understanding the mechanisms contributing
to improved speech recognition in noise. Modeling the auditory neural pathways has been informative with regards to
understanding peripheral and central auditory processing [8],
top-down cognitive and linguistic processing [9], changes
in cortical projections due to deafness [10], and speechrecognition performance in noise [11].
Most auditory models simulating the effects of noise on
speech have incorporated afferent neural processing [12].
Computational models of the auditory system which also
include aspects of efferent processing [13]–[16] are able to
demonstrate a marked improvement in speech intelligibility
when the models have served as the front-end acoustic
processors for automatic speech recognition (ASR) systems [11], [14], [16], [17]. However, most of these models
used a single, relatively long, efferent decay time constant for
modeling the MOC efferent effect, and/or used time constants
not directly associated with human auditory processing.
Otoacoustic emission (OAE) measures from humans suggest a range of time constants associated with the MOC effect:
slow (tens of seconds), medium (290-350 ms), or fast (ranging from 60-80 ms) [18], [19]. As to what purpose different
co-existing time constants serve with regards to speech recognition in noise is still an open question. Previous studies using
an auditory model [13], have used only long efferent time
constants (e.g., 2000 ms), in order to study speech recognition
in pink noise [14], [16]. In order to investigate the role of
auditory efferent activation across the range of time constants
recorded in humans [18], a previous study by the authors [20]
investigated speech recognition in unmodulated (UM) pink
noise with an auditory model [13] using shorter time constants (118, 200, 450, 1000 ms), as well as the longer time
constant of 2000 ms originally used in earlier studies. A range
of SNRs was used in the study (−10, −5, 0, 5, 7, 10,
12, 15 and 20 dB). The results showed that efferent time
constants shorter than 2000 ms (but longer than 118 ms) can
provide improved speech recognition in noise, and successive
increases in efferent time constant (from 118 to 450 ms) leads
to successive improvements in speech recognition in noise.
A number of studies suggest that the effect of efferent
activation on the discrimination or recognition of speech
in amplitude-modulated (AM) noise is different from that
achieved in UM noise; the efferent effect may be most
affected by modulations below 100 Hz [21], [22]. The present
study is aimed at understanding the interplay between different efferent time constants and background noise type in
improving speech recognition, and also extends the measurement of speech recognition performance to efferent time
constants below 118 ms, i.e., 50, 70, 86, and 100 ms, (which
have also been recorded in humans using OAEs [18] and in
AM noise).
In Experiment 1 of the current study, speech recognition
in noise was measured in UM pink noise with time constants
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ranging from 50 to 2000 ms. The results will allow for a direct
comparison with earlier studies measuring speech recognition in UM pink noise, using an auditory model with a single
long efferent time constant of 2000 ms [14], [16] or time constants within a range of 118-2000 ms [20]. In Experiment 2 of
the current study, speech recognition in noise was also measured (using the same model settings) in AM pink noise using
AM rates spread across 1-14 Hz (comparable to envelope
fluctuation rates in speech). The results will allow for a direct
comparison with Experiment 1 (which used UM pink noise),
as well as comparison with earlier studies (measuring speech
recognition in speech-shaped/babble noise) using auditory
models with longer efferent time constants [14]–[16], [20].
For the current study, a computational model of the auditory system described by [13], and further developed by [14]
and [16], was used. The model represents the responses of the
outer ear, middle ear, vibration of the cochlear partition, and
subsequent auditory-nerve (AN) firing [13], [23]–[25]. Time
constants associated with the efferent response can be modified within the model to represent the range of time constants
reported in human OAE studies [18], [26] or non-human
mammalian physiological studies [27]. In the present study,
the efferent decay time constants tested within the model
were: 50, 70, 86, and 100 ms, in order to make a comparison
with the shorter range of human auditory efferent time constants recorded using OAEs [18]; 118 ms, an efferent decay
constant reported by [28] using human psychoacoustical
measures; 200 ms, 450 ms, and 1000 ms which are within the
range of slow and medium human efferent decay constants
recorded using OAEs [18]; and 2000 ms, in order to make
a direct comparison with two previous studies [14], [16].
UM pink noise was used in order to make a comparison with
earlier findings [14], [16], [20], and AM pink noise was used
in order to investigate the interaction of noise modulation
with efferent time constants. UM pink noise or AM pink noise
will hereafter be referred to as UM noise or AM noise.
The auditory model was prepended to an ASR system
(as described below). The ASR was used in the present
context as a tool to evaluate the effect on speech recognition
of altering the parameters of the auditory model. The model
was presented with speech items in pink noise at a range
of SNRs (−10 to 20 dB) to assess which combinations of
efferent time constants (50 to 2000 ms) provided the greatest
improvement in speech recognition in noise. An additional
condition (no-MOC condition), in which the efferent feedback was turned off in the auditory model was also run as a
comparison.
II. METHODS
A. AUDITORY MODEL

The computational auditory model used in the current evaluation is a variant of the one described by [13] and subsequently
used by [14] and [16] which models the auditory system from
outer ear to the AN. We shall be using the model variant
used in [16]. The key components of the auditory model
and associated ASR system are shown in Fig. 1. Since the
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FIGURE 1. Schematic of the auditory model as front-end to the ASR,
including a schematic of the modified Dual Resonance Nonlinear (DRNL)
filterbank (adapted from [13]) to include Medial OlivoCochlear (MOC)
feedback from the Auditory Nerve (AN) stage of the auditory model to the
nonlinear path of the DRNL (DRNL component is shown in further detail
in an enlarged box). The MOC feedback is modelled by inserting an
attenuator at the start of the nonlinear path of the DRNL. The auditory
model is composed of a model of the outer/middle ear, the output of
which (as stapes velocity; m/s) is received as the input to the DRNL. The
output of the DRNL (instantaneous velocity) feeds to a model of the inner
hair cell (IHC) receptor potential transmitter release at the IHC and AN
synapse. The AN stage of the model produces a probabilistic
representation of the firing rate in the nerve. The DRNL comprises a linear
path (linear gain, 2 Gammatone filters, 4 Butterworth filters) and a
nonlinear path (3 Gammatone filters, compressive nonlinearity,
3 Gammatone filters, 3 Butterworth filters). The output of the auditory
model (AN firing probability), is the input to the ASR system. Feature
vectors are generated by first windowing the AN input, applying a discrete
cosine transform (DCT) and generating the corresponding delta
coefficients; these features are passed to the Hidden Markov
Model (HMM)-based ASR.

low-spontaneous rate fibers. The current model settings used
combined high-spontaneous rate and low-spontaneous rate
neural fiber settings. The output of the AN component of
the model produces a probabilistic representation of the firing
rate in the nerve. The reduction in the BM response caused by
efferent (MOC) activity is modelled by attenuating the signal
at the start of the nonlinear pathway in the model. The DRNL
model with the modelled efferent attenuation [13] has been
shown to provide simulation data in good agreement with
physiological measurements of the BM, AN, and compound
action potentials, when the magnitude of attenuation (dB) is
selected to be proportional to the amount of efferent activity [13], [16].
Efferent control is implemented as a feedback signal from
the AN module in the model, which controls the amount of
attenuation in the nonlinear path of the DRNL model (using
the recent history of the AN firing response) [14], [16]. The
control signal (in the feedback loop) was based on AN fiber
firing rate, and was derived from a temporal smoothing of
the instantaneous firing rate to provide a good fit to the
rate-level functions of [32], as described in [16]. This control
signal was then multiplied with a scalar rate-to-attenuation
factor [16]. The AN firing rate smoothing was implemented
using a first-order lowpass filter. A 10-ms lag was incorporated to account for the MOC-OHC synaptic latency (minimal
lag) [32]. The output of the auditory model (AN firing probability) per auditory channel is the input to the ASR system.

model components are described in sufficient detail in these
papers, only the salient components will be described here.
The auditory model consists of a number of elements (modules) each representing a key stage in auditory processing
such as outer ear, middle ear resonance, and response of the
BM in the cochlea. The response of the BM is described
by the dual resonance nonlinear (DRNL) model [23], [29],
which receives outer-ear stapes displacement information
as input. The DRNL model describes cochlear vibrations
using parallel linear and nonlinear pathways, receiving as
its input the middle-ear stapes velocity with a linear-gain
path (modelled by 2 first-order Gammatone filters plus lowpass filtering by 4 second-order Butterworth filters), and a
nonlinear-gain path (modelled by 3 first-order Gammatone
filters, a compressive nonlinearity, 3 first-order Gammatone
filters and 3 second-order Butterworth filters). AN fibers
can be modelled using the approach described in [13] using
the rate-level functions detailed in [30]. AN fiber characteristics are modelled by setting the calcium clearance time
constants [25], [31] as used in a speech-recognition task
by [14]. An auditory filterbank of 21 channels were specified
in 4-octave steps from 250-8000Hz.
The output of the DRNL (instantaneous velocity) feeds
forward to a model of the inner hair cell (IHC) receptor potential, transmitter release, and adaptation at the IHC
and the AN synapse. The model of the AN firing rate
includes responses from both high-spontaneous rate and

The auditory model output forms the input to the ASR system. A comprehensive description of the ASR which uses
the auditory model as its front-end can be found in [14]
and [16]. However the main steps in combining the model
output with ASR input and model evaluation are provided
below. A continuous hidden-density Hidden Markov Model
(HMM) [33] was used. The input signal to the HMM is a
sequence of feature vectors. These are generated by integrating the AN firing probability within overlapping 25-ms
windows spaced at 10-ms intervals, and applying a discrete
cosine transform (DCT) to yield a set of vector components.
Time derivatives of the static DCT coefficients were included.
In this respect, the first and second-order regression coefficients (‘‘deltas’’ and ‘‘accelerations’’) were appended to each
vector to improve speech recognition performance [16], [34].
For the training phase, the speech material was taken from
the TIDIGITS corpus [35]. The recognizer was trained on
a clean set of material (without either background noise or
efferent-related attenuation) consisting of 8439 utterances.
The evaluation task was to identify a connected sequence of
digits in the presence of background noise (in this case, pink
noise). For testing the recognizer, 452 utterances were used,
each containing three connected digits from the set (‘‘oh’’,
‘‘one’’ ‘‘two’’, ‘‘three’’, ‘‘four’’, ‘‘five’’, ‘‘six’’, ‘‘eight’’ and
‘‘nine’’). Each test stimulus comprised a sample of 6s of background noise, as used by [16] (a duration sufficient enough
to initiate the efferent response) preceding the combined

B. ASR TRAINING AND EVALUATION
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speech-plus-noise segment. The HMM finds the most probable sequence of digits corresponding to the input sequence of
features. A correct response was classified as one in which the
recognizer correctly identified all three digits in the correct
position within the presented triplet of digits. The speech
samples used for the training phase were distinct from the
speech samples used for the subsequent testing phase.
C. EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS AND MODEL RUNS

For the study, speech intelligibility in noise was assessed
by measuring the output of the ASR in response to speech
signals mixed with pink noise to produce different SNRs.
The utterances were presented at 60 dB Sound Pressure
Level (SPL) within the simulation, and UM or AM noise
was added to the utterances to generate the different SNRs
with each noise type. Experiment 1 used UM noise. The
speech-plus-noise stimuli were presented in 81 conditions of
nine efferent time constants (50, 70, 86, 100, 118, 200, 450,
1000 and 2000 ms), nine SNRs (−10, −5, 0, 5, 7, 10, 12,
15, 20 dB). A comparison condition was also run using the
same time constants and SNRs in which there was no MOC
feedback implemented in the model.
Experiment 2 used AM noise. The same time constants and
SNR conditions as Experiment 1 were tested (i.e., 81 conditions of efferent time constant and SNR). A comparison condition was also run using AM noise with no-MOC
feedback, which was separate to the no-MOC conditions
for the UM noise in Experiment 1. The pink noise was
amplitude-modulated using an eight-component modulator
(components had frequencies of 0.9. 2.7, 4.0, 5.9, 7.7,
10.3, 13.7 Hz), combined with equal amplitude and in random
phase. The modulator frequencies included 4.0 Hz, but otherwise were selected to have slight offsets from integer values,
so as to reduce subharmonic interactions. The frequencies
were chosen to include the components suggested to be the
most useful for conveying linguistic information [36], with
most phonetic classes falling within this range of modulation
frequencies [37]. The long-term-average power level of the
AM noise was set to match the long-term-average power level
of the UM noise in Experiment 1. Data from 10 model runs for
each of the 81 plus no-MOC conditions for both Experiments
1 and 2 were collected. Each model run for a given data-series
took approximately 24-28 hours to complete both the training
and testing phases. Different pseudorandom number seeds
were used per run, in order to obtain estimates of possible
variability across runs.
III. RESULTS
A. COMPARING EFFECTS OF UM AND AM NOISE ON
SPEECH RECOGNITION

To compare the effects of UM and AM noise on speech
recognition, the data (10 runs per 81 conditions for each
noise type) were averaged across runs and plotted in Fig. 2.
Fig. 2 shows the plots of the averaged value (across 10 runs)
of percentage word correct (%) as a function of SNR (dB)
for speech presented in UM or AM noise. Logistic functions
56714

FIGURE 2. ASR performance, word correct (%) as a function of SNR (dB),
obtained for speech recognition in UM and AM noise for different
efferent time constants. Results with UM noise (unfilled square symbols)
and AM noise (filled square symbols) are shown. The comparison plots
for the data obtained in the condition where there was no efferent
feedback (no-MOC) are also shown for the conditions of UM noise
(unfilled diamond symbols) and AM noise (filled diamond symbols). Each
panel displays the word recognition performance for a given efferent
time constant (50, 70, 86, 100, 118, 200, 450, 1000 and 2000 ms). The
logistic-function fit to each data series are shown by thin black lines
overlaying the open symbols. Standard Error bars are also shown (mostly
falling within the symbol size). The humped series at the lower right of
each panel shows the net-improvement in speech recognition score with
efferent activation per time constant for UM noise (dashed lines) and AM
noise (solid line). The net improvement in speech recognition in noise
was estimated by subtracting the word recognition scores obtained in the
absence of efferent activation from the word scores obtained with
efferent activation.

relating the word correct score (%) to SNR (dB) were fitted to
each data series using the Bayesian procedure and psignifit 4
software described by [38]. The lower and upper asymptotes
were allowed to vary in the fitting procedure. Each panel
of Fig. 2 displays the speech-recognition scores for a given
efferent time constant. For each panel, logistic-function fits
to the data points for the conditions in which MOC was
activated are shown with overlaid logistic function fits, for the
UM noise condition (with-MOC UM; unfilled squares and
solid lines) and AM noise condition (with-MOC AM; filled
squares and solid lines). Logistic-function fits to data points
obtained with no MOC are also shown: UM noise (no-MOC
UM; unfilled diamonds and dashed lines) and AM noise (noMOC AM; filled diamonds and dashed lines). The standard
errors (SE) are also displayed.
In order to estimate the net improvement in speech recognition with efferent activation, the speech-recognition scores
obtained in the absence of efferent activation were subtracted
from the speech scores obtained with efferent activation
in UM noise (imprvUM ) or AM noise (imprvAM ). The net
improvement in speech recognition with efferent activation
in UM or AM noise is labelled in Fig. 2 as Improvement UM
(ImprvUM ; dashed lines) or Improvement AM (ImprvAM ;
solid lines).
The general trend for an increase in speech recognition
scores in the absence of efferent activation with increasing
VOLUME 8, 2020
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SNR is similar to that reported by [16] and [20] for SNR values up to 20 dB. Overall, for SNRs of 0 to 20 dB, there was an
improvement in speech recognition with efferent activation,
compared to when there was no efferent activation within the
model. With successive increases in efferent time constant
(from 50 to 2000 ms), the logistic function fit steepened
to improved word recognition scores (compared to the case
without efferent activation; the no-MOC condition). For the
shortest efferent time constant of 50 ms, there was minimal
speech improvement with efferent activation.
Except at the longest time constants, both the with-MOC
AM and no-MOC AM performance is generally better than
that for the respective results with UM noise. This is most
likely due to AM noise containing brief intervals where the
masker power is relatively small compared to the long-term
average SNR, which for fixed-level speech, allows temporary improvements in SNR to boost performance (so-called
"dip listening"). Furthermore, as the time constant increases,
speech recognition performance in AM noise improves (the
functions shift leftwards), but only for time constants up
to 200 ms, after which performance remains steady. Overall,
performance for the model when incorporating efferent processing is better under AM noise, than unmodulated noise up
to the 200 ms time constant, and is worse under AM noise
for time constants above 450 ms. As the SNR increases, the
peak performance for net speech recognition in either UM or
AM pink noise occurs at around an SNR of 10 dB. Overall,
performance in UM noise shows an improvement over that
achieved in AM noise for time constants longer than 200 ms.
A three-way unrelated ANOVA was conducted on the
net-improvement in speech recognition scores with factors of
noise type (2 levels: UM noise, AM noise), SNR (9 levels:
−10, −5, 0, 5, 7, 10, 12, 15 and 20), and time constant
(9 levels: 50, 70, 86, 118, 200, 450, 1000, and 2000 ms).
There was a significant effect of noise type (F(1,1458) =
1163.8, p < 0.001 (two-tailed) with effect size, η2 = 0.444),
SNR (F(8,1458) = 4434.4, p < 0.001 (two-tailed) with effect
size, η2 = 0.96), and time constant (F(8,1458) = 223.7,
p < 0.001 (two-tailed) with effect size, η2 = 0.55). There
was a significant 2-way interaction between noise type and
SNR (F(8,1458) = 139.6, with effect size, η2 = 0.43,
p < 0.001 (two-tailed), and a significant 2-way interaction
between noise type and time constants (F(8,1458) = 67.08,
with effect size, η2 = 0.27, p < 0.001 (two-tailed), and a significant 2-way interaction between SNR and time constants
(F(64,1458) = 53.93, with effect size, η2 = 0.70, p < 0.001
(two-tailed). There was also a significant 3-way interaction
between noise type, SNR and time constants (F(64,1458) =
8.37, with effect size, η2 = 0.27).
To investigate the 2-way interaction between noise type
(UM and AM) and SNR, post hoc pairwise comparisons
(Bonferroni corrected) were conducted and showed that
speech scores were significantly improved, i.e., higher %
correct scores (p < 0.05 (two-tailed), in AM noise compared
to UM noise, at SNRs of −10 and −5 dB. For SNRs of 0, 5,
7, 10, 12, 15, and 20 dB, speech scores were significantly
VOLUME 8, 2020

FIGURE 3. The net improvement to speech recognition in UM noise with
efferent activation was estimated by subtracting the word recognition
scores obtained in the absence of efferent activation from the word
recognition scores obtained with efferent activation. The
net-improvement in word recognition scores is shown as a function of
SNR for time constants of 50, 70, 86, 100, 118, 200, 450, 1000 and
2000 ms.

improved, (p < 0.05, two-tailed), in the presence of UM
noise compared to AM noise. To investigate the 2-way interaction between noise type (UM and AM) and time constants, post hoc pairwise comparisons (Bonferroni corrected)
showed that speech scores were significantly improved, i.e.,
higher % correct scores (p < 0.05, two-tailed), in UM
noise compared to AM noise, at all time constants of 50,
70, 86, 100, 118, 200, 450, 1000, and 2000 ms (p < 0.05
(two-tailed).
To investigate the 3-way interaction between noise type
(UM and AM), SNR, and time constants, post hoc pairwise comparisons (Bonferroni corrected) were conducted and
showed that at a noise level of −10 dB, AM noise resulted
in significantly higher (improved) speech scores compared to
UM noise, with a time constant of 1000 ms (p < 0.01, twotailed). At other noise levels of 10, 12, and 15 dB, UM noise
resulted in significantly higher (improved) speech scores
compared to AM noise, with low and midrange time constants
of 50, 70, 86, 100, 118, 200, and 450 ms (p < 0.01, twotailed). The midrange to longer time constants of 450, 1000,
and 2000 ms, were significantly more effective at improving
speech scores in UM noise compared to AM noise at noise
levels of 7 dB (in addition to time constants of 118, 200 ms),
5 dB (in addition to time constants of 100, 118, 200 ms),
and 0 dB (in addition to a time constant of 50 ms) (p < 0.01,
two-tailed). The net improvement in speech recognition with
UM or AM noise as a function of SNR, for each time
constant, is shown in Fig. 3 (UM noise) and Fig. 4 (AM
noise), respectively. Comparison of Figs 3 and 4 show that
i) the peak in speech improvement with UM or AM noise
occurs at around 10 dB, ii) the greater improvement in speech
scores is achieved with UM noise compared to AM noise for
SNRs above −10 dB, and iii) comparing word-correct performance in UM and AM noise, divergence in word correct
56715
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FIGURE 4. The net improvement to speech recognition in AM noise with
efferent activation was estimated by subtracting the word recognition
scores obtained in the absence of efferent activation from the word
recognition scores obtained with efferent activation. The
net-improvement in word recognition scores is shown as a function of
SNR for time constants of 50, 70, 86, 100, 118, 200, 450, 1000 and
2000 ms.

performance occurs around a time constants of 100-200 ms;
with improved word correct performance in UM noise for
longer efferent time constants. For Figs 3 and 4, the maximum
improvement in word correct score (peak in improvement) is
shifted slightly to lower SNRs as the time constant duration
increases.
B. EFFECTIVE SNR IMPROVEMENT FOR DIFFERENT NOISE
TYPES AND TIME CONSTANTS FOR ACHIEVING A 50%
CORRECT WORD RECOGNITION SCORE

To further explore the improvement in speech recognition, the
effective improvement in SNR was calculated by subtracting the no-MOC speech-correct scores from the with-MOC
speech-correct scores for UM and AM noise conditions, at the
50% speech-correct point, derived from the logistic-function
fit for each efferent time constant. Fig. 5 shows the plot of
the SNR improvement as a function of efferent time constant
at the 50% word-correct cut-off score for each fiber-type
condition.
In general, the effective improvement in SNR (dB) at the
50% word-correct level in the presence of UM noise with
increasing efferent time constant is most rapid as the efferent
time constant increases from 50 ms to 450 ms. For further
increases in time-constant duration (450 ms to 2000 ms),
effective improvement in SNR increases less rapidly and
remains roughly constant after about 1000 ms and at maximal
level. Comparing these results with those for word recognition in AM noise, the effective improvement in SNR (dB) at
the 50% speech-correct level with increasing efferent time
constant in AM noise is most rapid as the efferent time
constant increases from 50 ms to 100 ms. Beyond 100 ms
and up to 2000 ms, effective improvement in SNR remains
roughly constant and at maximal level, albeit below the level
attained with UM noise.
56716

FIGURE 5. Effective improvement in SNR (dB) at the 50% speech
recognition cut-off as a result of increasing efferent time constant. The
effective improvement in SNR (dB) estimated as the difference in
performance between the with-MOC condition and the no-MOC condition
is plotted as a function of increasing efferent time constant. Unfilled
downturned triangle and square symbols represent data for UM and AM
conditions, respectively.

IV. DISCUSSION

This study investigated the interaction between short- and
long-duration efferent time constants on speech recognition
in UM and AM noise at a range of SNRs using a computational model of the auditory system combined with an
HMM-based ASR system. For SNRs of −5 to 15 dB, the
results show that there is marked improvement in speech
recognition with efferent feedback. The greatest increase in
performance (in terms of speech-recognition score) due to the
efferent effect is seen for mid-range SNRs of about 5-15 dB.
This range of SNRs corresponds well with the reported
range of SNRs characteristic of most real-world listening
situations encountered by individuals; i.e., SNRs between
2 and 14 dB comprise approximately 63% of all SNRs
typically encountered in daily life with the most common
SNRs being around 8 dB [39]. Reference [11] used an
efferent-inspired auditory model to assess speech discrimination in noise using the Multi-Band Non-Linear (MBPNL)
model of cochlear mechanics [40]. Despite differences in
realizations of cochlear mechanics between the DRNL and
MBPNL models and the specifics of model efferent feedback, [11] also showed that speech discrimination was
improved with efferent feedback, particularly at 60 dB SPL
and an SNR of 10 dB. Reference [17] used an auditory
model with a gain-control based on an ensemble interval
histogram representation (based on available cat data) and
showed that speech representation could be improved with
efferent-inspired feedback; although [17] did not measure
speech recognition performance with specific efferent time
constants derived from humans.
In the present study, the word-recognition score approaches
a lower asymptote value of about 11-17%, at SNRs of 0 dB
and below. This is similar to the reduction of speech recognition performance to chance level shown by [14] and [20]
VOLUME 8, 2020
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at 0 dB and negative SNRs, most likely due to saturating
rate-level functions of the simulated auditory-nerve fibers
in the model. In general, the speech recognition accuracy
obtained is lower than that observable for a human listener
(the human-machine speech gap), as seen in a study of human
listeners’ performance on the same speech stimuli (digits) [41]. Although incorporation of efferent parameters in a
model of auditory processing improves speech recognition,
which helps reduce the human-machine speech gap [16],
there is scope for further improvement as we learn more about
efferent effects such as the frequency tuning of the effect [42]
and binaural efferent effects [43], [44].
It is possible that shorter efferent time constants such as
below 100 ms may play a predominant role in de-noising
and improving speech recognition in noise (at SNRs
around 10-12 dB), particularly since these temporal durations fall within the range of durations characteristic of the
modulation of the speech envelope, crucial for intelligibility
(4-32 Hz, i.e., durations of 31-250 ms) [45]. A range of efferent time constants have been measured from humans using
OAEs [18], [46] ranging from fast (about 50-80 ms) to slow
(tens of seconds). The purpose of such a range of different
auditory efferent time constants within the human auditory
system is still largely unknown. It has been suggested that
different efferent time constants may be required in different listening situations [27]. A number of studies suggest
that efferent activation may play a role in the perception of
amplitude modulation in general [47] and in human speech
perception [48], [49], although the effect of different background noise-type and time constants has not been explicitly
assessed. Recent studies with a binaural cochlear implant
sound coding strategy with efferent-inspired feedback also
demonstrate improved speech intelligibility in noise with
very short efferent time constants [50].
Studies measuring efferent time constants in humans
(using OAEs or psychophysical methods) have not explicitly assessed the contribution of differing efferent time constants to speech perception. The present study attempted
to bridge this gap in knowledge by using a computational auditory model combined with an ASR to assess
the effect of efferent time constants derived from human
OAE/psychoacoustical studies. Based on the current findings
it is sufficient to say that: i) the optimal performance (in
terms of speech-recognition score) due to efferent activation is observed for SNRs of around 5-15 dB, characteristic
of most real-world speech-listening situations encountered
by individuals [46]; ii) efferent time constants with temporal durations falling within the range of durations characteristic of the modulation of the speech envelope may be
important for enhancing speech perception; and iii) when
comparing speech recognition performance in unmodulated
versus modulated sounds, the range of efferent time constants (up to about 200 ms) required to achieve maximal
SNR improvement for achieving 50% word correct score in
modulated noise is smaller than for unmodulated noise (up to
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about 1000 ms), when using the currently described settings
of the current model.
A number of studies suggest that aspects of the efferent
effect observed in the discrimination or recognition of speech
in modulated noise is different from that in UM noise. In such
studies, human OAE data suggest that the efferent effect
in the presence of modulated sounds may be most affected
by modulations below or around 100 Hz [22], [51]. Reference [52] suggested that it is the cross-frequency profile of
low-frequency neural fluctuation amplitudes that is important
in encoding complex sounds such as speech. In this proposal by [52] the efferent system acts to increase differences
between fluctuation amplitudes, and it is fluctuation differences between speech and ongoing noise that is important.
The current findings show that in AM noise, the range of
efferent time constants required to achieve maximal speech
recognition is smaller in AM noise compared to UM noise
when using the current described settings of the auditory
model. Possibly, the longer efferent time constants are not so
beneficial in modulated noise (comprising of relatively low
modulation rates). Modulated noise has been shown to have
a variable effect on efferent activity, although it has often been
shown to result in a reduced efferent response [21], [22], [53].
Whilst the current results show marked improvement in
speech recognition with increasing time constant, for speech
recognition in UM and AM noise it is possible that with
either different types of modulated noise or signal level,
differing patterns of speech recognition enhancement with
time-constants associated with efferent activation may be
observed and would be useful to characterize in future
studies.
V. CONCLUSION

Maximal speech improvement for either UM or AM noise
with efferent activation is at an SNR of around 10 dB.
For AM noise, the net speech improvement with efferent activation is predominant for shorter time constants
(<200 ms). It is possible that efferent time constant durations
that fall within the range of durations characteristic of the
modulation of the speech envelope play the most important
role for speech intelligibility in noise. Longer efferent time
constants possibly are not so beneficial in AM noise (comprising of relatively low modulation rates).
The range of efferent time constants (up to about 200 ms)
required to achieve maximal SNR improvement for achieving
50% word correct score in AM noise is smaller than the range
for UM noise (up to about 1000 ms), when using the currently
described settings of the current model.
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